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Pathology and Genetics of Skin Tumours (IARC WHO Classification of Tumours)World Health Organization, 2005

	This book provides an authoritative guide to the histological and genetic typing of human tumors of the skin. This volume covers keratinocytic, melanocytic, appendageal, haematopoietic, soft tissue and neural tumors, as well as inherited tumor syndromes. Each tumor is introduced with a concise definition and discussion of nomenclature,...
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Modelling and Control of Dynamical Systems: Numerical Implementation in a Behavioral Framework (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
A paradigmatic perspective for modeling and control of physical systems has been used since a long time ago: The input/output approach. Although quite natural for our human experience, this perspective imposes a cause/effect framework to the system under study although such system may not have necessarily such cause/effect structure. Actually, from...
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A Grammatical View of Logic Programming (Logic Programming)MIT Press, 1993

	Within the field of logic programming there have been numerous attempts to transform grammars into logic programs. This book describes a complementary approach that views logic programs as grammars and shows how this new presentation of the foundations of logic programming, based on the notion of proof trees, can enrich the field.

	...
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Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2011

	Microsoft BizTalk Server 2010 Unleashed is the 100% new, 100% practical developer’s guide to Microsoft’s most powerful version of BizTalk Server. Written by an expert team of Microsoft insiders and BizTalk MVPs, it reflects unsurpassed experience with all phases of BizTalk enterprise solutions...
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BoschParkstone Press, 2008

	“The difference between this painter’s works and those of others: they seek to

	paint men as they appear on the outside, whereas he endeavours to paint the inner

	man, as he is on the inside.”





	
		1453: Birth of Hieronymus Van Aken in ‘s-Hertogenbosch (now Bois-le-Duc). His family,
	
		of...
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Modern Fortran in PracticeCambridge University Press, 2012

	I have been programming in Fortran for more than 25 years, first in FORTRAN IV and somewhat later in FORTRAN 77. In the last decade of the 20th century, I attended, together with a number of colleagues, a course on Fortran 90, given by the late Jan vanOosterwijk at the Technical University ofDelft. It was also around this time that I came to...
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Regular Expressions CookbookO'Reilly, 2009

	This O'Reilly Cookbook provides more than a hundred recipes to help programmers use regular expressions to manipulate text and crunch data. Every programmer needs a grasp of regular expressions, but their power doesn't come without problems -- even seasoned users often have trouble tackling performance issues. With recipes for popular...
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Design, Automation, and Test in Europe: The Most Influential Papers of 10 Years DATESpringer, 2008
The Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE) conference celebrated in 2007 its tenth anniversary. As a tribute to the chip and system-level design and design technology community, this book presents a compilation of the three most influential papers of each year. This provides an excellent historical overview of the evolution of a domain that...
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Handbook of Network and System AdministrationElsevier Limited, 2007
System administration is about the design, running and maintenance of human-computer systems. Examples of human-computer systems include business enterprises, service institutions and any extensive machinery that is operated by, or interacts with human beings.  System administration is often thought of as the technological side of a system: the...
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Social Web Evolution: Integrating Semantic Applications and Web 2.0 TechnologiesInformation Science Publishing, 2009

	As semantic technologies prove their value with targeted applications, there are increasing opportunities
	to consider their application in social contexts for knowledge, learning, and human development.


	Semantic Web and Knowledge Management has been accepted as a critical enabler aiming to increase
	knowledge-related performance...
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Microsoft  Windows  XP Inside Out (2nd Edition)Microsoft Press, 2004
Ed Bott and Carl Siechert have combined their considerable talents for producing user-level documentation in creating Microsoft Windows XP Inside Out. One of the most carefully researched books on Windows XP to date, this large volume has all the information and procedures most everyday users of the operating system will want. With its...
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Handbook of Experimental Phenomenology: Visual Perception of Shape, Space and AppearanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	While the scientific study of vision is well-advanced, a universal theory of qualitative visual appearances (texture, shape, colour and so on) is still lacking. This interdisciplinary handbook presents the work of leading researchers around the world who have taken up the challenge of defining and formalizing the field of ‘experimental...
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